
 

Cleaning validation: what documentation is needed for a successful 
implementation? 
 
The implementation of a cleaning validation process for production equipment on an industrial site 
requires specific documentation. This article therefore presents the important documentation that 
must be available on site.  
 
In addition to the site's general Validation Master Plan (VMP) which governs all qualification and 
validation processes, the cleaning validation and/or verification strategy must be detailed in a master 
document called the "Cleaning Validation and/or Verification Master Plan". This strategy must 
describe in a comprehensive manner all the steps necessary to implement and manage the cleaning 
validations of the site's equipment and must consider the latest regulatory expectations1 (toxicological 
approach, worst case approach, sampling plan, analytical management, etc.). 
 
The cleaning validation strategy detailed in the master plan is the result of part of the preventive 
and/or corrective actions defined in the site's Cross-Contamination Risk Analysis. This risk analysis, 
required by the regulations, must be initiated at each site and is an important expectation of the health 
authorities. 
This analysis is a study (usually found in the form of a FMEA or HACCP) reviewing all the potential 
failures and risks that may occur and linked to cross-contamination on the site. It details the actions 
already taken or to be taken by the site to control these risks. 
 
A cleaning validation strategy applies primarily to a method of cleaning equipment that is described in 
a cleaning instruction. This cleaning must be developed and optimised to reduce the potential 
contaminants present on the equipment below scientifically assessed acceptance limits. The cleaning 
instruction is the gateway to the cleaning validation strategy. It should be detailed and understandable 
to the operators who will carry it out in real field conditions. 
 
When the cleaning validation strategy incorporates a "worst case" approach, an equipment/product 
matrix should be constructed. It is used to evaluate the different equipment trains according to the 
products produced on each production line. It can gather all the important information to evaluate the 
worst-case product and it can be used to define the different equipment families, etc. 
 
Once the train(s) of equipment to be validated have been identified, it is necessary to define a 
sampling plan for each piece of equipment and the various associated sampling techniques. This 
sampling plan can be constructed using a criticality analysis of each identified surface of the equipment 
and according to specific scoring parameters related to accessibility, cleanability, type of surface 
material, etc. This criticality analysis is used to properly evaluate the surfaces of the equipment. This 
criticality analysis is used to properly evaluate the surfaces of each piece of equipment and justifies 
the sampling plan for the cleaning validation. 
 
As part of the validation runs, the cleanliness of the equipment must be challenged by cleaning the 
"worst case" product after manufacture, i.e. the product that is the most difficult to clean on this 
equipment. To define this product, which will be the analytical tracer for the samples, it is important 
to carry out a risk analysis to define the "worst case" product in the form of a score of different scoring 
parameters and thus identify the product that is hardest to clean. The parameters to be considered 
are primarily the solubility and cleanability of the products but other discriminating parameters can be  
 



 
 
 
used if necessary. This product will be identified as the analytical tracer in the search for the previous 
product on the equipment. 
 
In addition to these studies, the availability of a sufficiently sensitive analytical method is a 
predominant factor in carrying out cleaning validations. This method must be validated according to 
the regulatory expectations typically encountered on the site (e.g. according to ICH Q2R). This 
analytical validation must include the validation of the recovery rates of the sampling methods. The 
analytical validation report must be available before starting the cleaning validation. 
 
To carry out the cleaning validation, a cleaning validation protocol must then be written and must 
include all the steps of the validation strategy applied to the specific cleaning process on the identified 
equipment. The calculation of particulate, chemical, microbiological and endotoxin acceptance 
criteria (if the manufacturing process is a sterile process) are included in this protocol. 
The protocol can contain test sheets to track the different cleaning validation runs. The test sheets can 
be filled in directly in the protocol as the validation runs take place with all the associated sampling 
and result information. The completed protocol can be considered as an intermediate cleaning 
validation report. 
 
Once the cleaning validation runs have been completed, it is advisable to write the final cleaning 
validation report which is a summary of the results encountered and rules on the overall compliance 
of the validation. It clearly states the version of the cleaning instruction validated and the equipment 
to which the instruction can be applied. 
 
Following the validation of the cleaning of an equipment, a maintenance of the validated state is 
expected. It justifies over time that the validated cleaning process is not subject to any deviations that 
could lead to a risk of residue on the equipment and therefore contamination. To do this, it is necessary 
to draw up a protocol for monitoring the validated state, which allows the periodic tests to be defined. 
The periodic results are grouped together in a trend monitoring matrix that includes the specifications 
that could lead to the identification of drifts in the cleaning process (out of trend). 
The periodic review of these trends is important to implement immediate corrective actions if 
necessary. It may be the subject of a specific item during the annual management review. 
 
The complete implementation of a cleaning validation strategy therefore requires a great deal of 
technical and documentary investment to master and justify each key point of the validations. 
Support from an expert in cross-contamination is often necessary to provide a good framework for this 
implementation. He or she can assist in the drafting of this important documentation but also in the 
technical implementation of its application. 
 
1 GMP Annex 15; EMA "Guideline on setting health-based exposure limits for use in risk identification 
in the manufacture of different medicinal products in shared facilities", and related texts, etc. 
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